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Key Selling Points
20 mini cozies to crochet for chocolate treats
Three sizes provided – one for orange-sized chocolates, one for small chocolate eggs and one for truffles
Author has nearly 4.3k followers on YouTube – her platinum jubilee crown chocolate-egg cosy has had nearly 6,000 views on YouTube
Little yarn is required and the cozies are quick to make, perfect for last-minute, stash-busting presents or projects
Cozies are versatile – they could be used as plastic bottle covers, wine-glass covers, as regular egg cosies and more.

Description
Create sweet and memorable gifts for your lucky giftees, and crochet 20 adorable amigurumi-inspired covers for all their 
chocolate treats!
In this delightful little project book, crochet a whole array of cute cozies to suit even the trickiest of recipients – from a happy snowman and a 
cheeky monkey through to a smiley stegosaurus and a graceful kokeshi doll. 
There are three different cozy sizes to choose from – a larger one for orange-sized chocolate treats, a medium-sized cover for small chocolate 
eggs, and a tiny cover for bite-sized goodies such as truffles and round, hazelnut-filled confectionery. 
The cozies require very little yarn and are quick to make, perfect for last-minute scrap-busting presents.
These are wonderful petite gifts to crochet for any festivity – birthday parties, Easter, Christmas, Hallowe'en and more.

About the Author
Sarah Scales is an author, freelance crochet designer, crochet addict and dedicated doll collector. She designs regularly for Simply Crochet 
magazine, and creates myriad patterns and tutorials for her website and YouTube channel. Her ‘How to’ videos are for all crochet levels and 
styles, and her crochet designs vary from simple gift ideas to miniatures and doll outfits.
Sarah lives in South Yorkshire, UK, with her husband, son, and cat Pippi.
Website: www.octopudding.com
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Instagram: @sarascales
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